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Abstract: 

Massive Machine-type Communications (mMTC) is one of the principal features of the 5th 

Generation and beyond mobile network services as par the International Telecommunication 

Union. It is intended to support connecting high density of machine-type devices. With the advent 

of Internet of Things (IoT), there has been a huge rise in the number of machine-type 

communication (MTC) devices connected over the network. Massive number of constrained MTC 

devices sharing the network resources lead to the critical challenge of efficient resource 

management while coping up with unique and diverse quality of service (QoS) requirements of 

the individual nodes. To this end, this dissertation has proposed resource-efficient strategies for 

solving some of the critical issues in mMTC. 

As an example of IoT application, recent advances in electric metering infrastructure have given 

rise to generation of gigantic chunks of data. Transmission of all of these data certainly poses a 

significant challenge in a bandwidth and storage constrained IoT, where smart meters act as 

sensors. In the first part of the dissertation, a novel multivariate data compression scheme is 

proposed for smart metering IoT. The proposed algorithm exploits the cross-correlation between 

different variables sensed by smart meters to reduce the dimension of data. Subsequently sparsity 

in each of the decorrelated streams is exploited for temporal compression. To examine the quality 

of compression, the multivariate data is characterized using Multivariate Normal - Autoregressive 

Integrated Moving Average modeling before compression as well as after reconstruction of the 

compressed data. Our performance studies indicate that compared to the state of the art, the 

proposed technique is able to achieve impressive bandwidth saving for transmitting the data over 

communication network without compromising faithful reconstruction of data at the receiver. The 

proposed algorithm is tested in a real smart metering set-up and its time complexity is also 

analyzed. It is notable that, the proposed two-step multivariate compression technique involving 

data dimensionality reduction and temporal compression is customizable to the other semi-real-

time/non-real-time multivariate sensing IoT applications as well. 

Subsequently we focus on the radio resource management (RRM) to tackle massive access level 

challenges in large-scale machine-to-machine (M2M) communications. Due to sparse but 

synchronous MTC nature, a large number of devices tend to access a base station simultaneously 

for transmitting data, leading to congestion in mMTC. Cellular network seems to be the most 

promising solution for machine-to-machine (M2M) communication because of its well-established 

infrastructure and large coverage. To accommodate a large number of simultaneous arrivals in 

mMTC, efficient congestion control techniques like access class barring (ACB) are incorporated 

in random access of 4G LTE or 5G networks. ACB introduces access delay which may not be 

acceptable in delay-constrained scenarios, such as, eHealth, self-driven vehicles, and smart grid 

applications. In such scenarios, MTC devices may be forced to drop packets that exceed their delay 

budget, leading to a decreased system throughput. To this end, in the second exercise of this 

dissertation, a novel delay-aware priority access classification (DPAC) based ACB is proposed, 



where the MTC devices having packets with lesser leftover delay budget are given higher priority 

in ACB. A reinforcement learning (RL) aided framework, called DPAC-RL, is also proposed for 

online learning of DPAC model parameters. Simulation studies show that the proposed scheme 

increases successful preamble transmissions by up to 75% while ensuring that the access delay is 

well within the delay budget. 

Further, we look into efficient RRM in buffer/storage constrained mMTC scenarios. In devices 

which are repeatedly ignored by ACB, queue of data packets keeps growing. In storage constrained 

IoT nodes with limited buffer, this may lead to packet drop due to buffer overflow, causing a 

decline in the overall throughput of the system. To address this issue, a novel queue-aware 

prioritized access classification (QPAC) based ACB technique is proposed in this part of the work, 

where machine-type devices having data queue size close to its buffer limit are dynamically given 

higher priority in ACB. To study the queue build-up at each MTC device, a node-centric analysis 

of ACB in buffer-constrained scenario is performed using a two-dimensional Markov chain. It is 

shown that the proposed QPAC scheme, with optimal model parameters obtained by maximizing 

overall system utility, offers up to 70% gain in throughput compared to the nearest competitive 

dynamic ACB scheme. 

Finally, we propose a machine learning assisted energy-efficient sampling scheme for air pollution 

monitoring IoT. Air pollution monitoring systems with energy-intensive sensors cannot afford to 

sample frequently in order to maximize time between successive recharges. In particular, we 

demonstrate that temporal correlation of pollutant concentration can be exploited to select 

optimum sampling period of an energy-intensive sensor to reduce sensing energy consumption 

without losing much information. Support Vector Regression is used to predict the missing 

samples during the period sensor is turned off. 


